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About This Game

Perfect Life VR

You can relax in this perfect house. Customize your car. Customize your friend. Fire the fireplace.
Just put your HMD on your head and relax. Roam in the house. Enjoy stunning visuals and relaxing sound.

This game gives you a relaxing virtual house with a car and a friend.

- Stunning visuals
- Relaxing environment

- Customizable car
- Customizable friend

- Fireplace
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Title: Perfect Life VR
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Özgün BURSALIOĞLU
Publisher:
Özgün BURSALIOĞLU
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-6400 2.7GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 960

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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perfect life vr

Backgrounds in this game for your Steam profile are good - this is why I recommend.
(Did not even launch the game, just idling for cards). this game was very emotional because when he noticed that hes car got
towed he got mad and i got sad :((((((((((((((((((

10/10 very emotional story good gameplay and awesome graphics. Wasn't really sure what to expect with this game. It looked a
lot like minecraft so I took a chance. That being said, it plays nothing like minecraft. Its a fun game, but not like minecraft
where you can easily invest 40+ hours into the game. It does take a while to get a feel for the game, but after you do, its a ton of
fun.. I bought it on sale, I enjoyed it for about fifteen hours and now I am done with it. If that's the kind of experience you want
then buy it.

you play within the course of a five day story. each area you visit takes a day off the counter unless its a town. there are plenty
of unlockables and fun secrets to find, the lore and in game history feel rich at first. the problem is there are tons of secrets but
not enough main game content to warrant so many runs that you find everything. It's like getting a half of a sandwich but a
whole plate of chips. I could use more sandwich to balance all these chips.. It's a pretty decent rogue-lite, up until the third boss.
That's when you realize it's just another RNG crap-shoot with fancy graphics. On the plus side, the enemy AI is intriguing,
implementing guerilla tactics when the cards are on the table. POLYGOD also has one of the more unique and compelling
atmospheres I've ever seen in a first person shooter; I go so far as to compare the story to E.Y.E. Divine Cybermancy. But I can't
rate it on consistency since I never finished it.

Final Score: Those flying spike ball things can eat **** and die.. I love this game there is so much to do its like a flight
sim+boat sim+dig sim+work sim in one game if u are wondering if 6bg graphics card will work it works perfect i get 60 fps
with the highest setting on the game i would recomend this game 10/10 worth the $25. Do not pay $20 for this game, the art
style is pretty charming. The whole claymation esthetic would of sold this game itself. . . If there wasn't already a single player
version (Don't Open the Doors). Oh and good luck connecting to another human being on this planet in this game, it's max
player count it ever reached is 9 and that was at release. I wished this game would of been more successful cause I actually like
what they got here, if you like games like Don't Starve Together then this game would of been right up your alley but as it stands
you might as well as be playing Dont Open the Doors (which may I add is half the price of this game at $10 right now)..
Garbage!! Only way to describe this game.
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One of my favourites!. I'm dissapointed because I bought this before they updated the discription to say that it only gives you
the first 12 heros so I thought that I would get all of the heros. It seems unreasonable that you would have to buy not only the 
delux edition but also all other characters they make in order to have all of them.. it's just too easy to pummel the computer and the
fleet battles aren't set up so that you can actually employ formations or tactics; they just devolve into an uncontrollable scrum where
the fleet that has the best first barrage will win.. Army Gals is a great game---Battle Girls is a good game--Negligee is an O.K. game
and Beauty bounce barely got a positive rating. This game has three positives 1. it brings out that you should ask for help if you are
suffering from depression, 2. That bullying in school is a problem ( does not provide a real solution-- but it is just a vn), 3. It is very
short and the art was good.
Negatives are everything else. If I detailed them all there would be nothing for you to experience in the game. If you play this game
you will understand why being very short is listed as a positive. I will give just one example --going into a coma and possessing 2
girls is the most plausible part of the story. Enough said!. i assumed from the video that it was a nice little platformer, but its
absolutely dreadful - i wouldnt even wish this game on my worst enemy - the 16 bit version you cant use a controller and the newer
version you can but the controlls are terrible espically when flying as an enemy - up with left stick and left and right with the right
stick......and the jumping as standard - you jump a mile into the area out of the screen at times and you cant see where you are
going to land....

honestly dont buy it!!!!!. Fun, fast paced, casual driving game.

It's realy cute how the anime character sticks her but out when taking sharp curves.

I appreciate the Linux support
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